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9 months
2 prototypes
4 organizations
1 partnership

folks in the 
community with a 
passion to share

powered by:

folks living with a 
developmental disability

Kudoers go online to book an in-person learning 
experience hosted by passionate local citizens 
- everything from anime to bread making to 
zoology. Then they head to a Reflection Cafe 
to make sense of their days and their Kudoz 

experiences. They earn badges to acknowledge 
their learning; build their networks; get brokered 
to new roles; and find further educational 
opportunities. 

Kudoz is an adult learning exchange for people with and without developmental 
disabilities. Kudoz matches < folks in the community with a passion to share > with < 
folks living with a developmental disability who are bored, curious, under-utilized, 
or looking for something more>
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Glossary of terms:
Kudoer: person served who 
signs up for Kudoz and 
does experiences.

Hosts: passionate local 
citizens who offer one 
hour learning experiences 
to Kudoers. Hosts are 
small business owners, 
city staff members, 
students, retirees, family 
members, and fellow 
Kudoers.

Circle: Circle members are 
family, friends and staff 
of Kudoers who help them 
communicate with the 
Kudoz Team and reflect on 
experiences. Kudoers sign 
up to Kudoz with their 
Circle. 

Experience: Experiences 
are places for two-way 
learning. They’re typically 
an hour long and take 
place in context -- be it at 
a local pet shop, concert 
hall, or someone’s home. 

Reflection Cafe: Weekly 
event for Kudoers and the 
general public to practice 
reflection together. It’s a 
place to slow down, take 
stock of what fills your 
days, and go a little deeper 
than “how are you”.

Badge: Kudoers earn 
badges by going on 
experiences, completing 
challenges, and 
participating in Reflection 
Cafes. Hosts earn badges 
by providing great 
learning experiences.

1. We are all learning beings. 
All of us, with or without a disability, can pick up new things. And not just 
basic skills, but new ways of thinking, questioning and imagining.

2. Learning = Experiences + Reflection. 
To get meaning from the things we do, we need to reflect. We require time 
for deeper conversations that go beyond the ‘how are you?’.

3. Intelligence is way more than a number. 
There are many kinds of smart. Not just ‘book smart’ but also ‘people 
smart,’ ‘nature smart,’ ‘music smart,’ etc. We cannot know our smarts until 
we’re given the chance to develop them.

4. You can teach an old dog new tricks. 
Learning isn’t just for kids. Adult brains grow over time too, if you feed 
them with fresh input and meaty challenges. Without novelty, there can be 
no learning. 

5. Each of us has a passion to share. 
All of us have a curiosity, a hobby, a pastime, something to offer -- even 
if it’s in hiding. We believe it’s time to awaken our dormant passions and 
exchange them with others. Reciprocity makes life much cooler and richer. 

We want to challenge perceptions 
of adults with a cognitive 

disability, and build way more 
inclusive cities. 

Greater 
confidence & 
competence

Bridging 
networks & 

opportunities
Less stigma

Fresh 
conversations

We want to grow Kudoers’ sense of self: to 
widen and deepen their interests, and help 
them see they are capable and cool people! 

We want to introduce Kudoers to 
others who share their interests and 
eventually create new kinds of paid 
and unpaid roles in the community.

We want to give Kudoers and 
Hosts fresh things to talk and 

think about.

Kudoz is based on 5 principles

Success for Kudoz
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Kudoz comes from three 
months of immersive research 
in a Burnaby social housing 
complex. The research 
team aimed to understand 
experiences of social isolation 
among adults living with 
a developmental disability. 
However, while they learned 
that some people were isolated 
from others, a more poignant 

What we've done so far & where we are now

concern was their isolation from 
learning and novelty. 

Meanwhile, the team met with 
many community members, 
small business owners and 
students with untapped interests, 
and thought, “What if we could 
tap into the community and 
create a catalogue of learning 
experiences?”. From there, Kudoz 
was born. 

From March to July 2015, the 
Kudoz Team collaborated with 
16 adults with a disability, 
eight families, and nearly 100 
community members to co-

develop and prototype Kudoz. 
The team beta-tested the 
concept and found that it could 
really make a difference. 

From August to October 2015, 
the Kudoz Team blueprinted 
what worked and tweaked 
what didn’t, developed a team 
wiki of practices, made a 
5-minute documentary film, and 
developed the business model.

Kudoz is a work-in-progress, 
and will continue in beta-testing 
mode for the next 24 months to 
ensure that it works for all end 
user groups.
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host, in turn helps to promote a 
different understanding of adults 
with cognitive disability.

Social Stigma Theory
Promoting a different view of adults 
with a cognitive disability is one 
important factor in confronting 
social stigma, and creating more 
inclusive neighborhoods. The 
authors Bruce Link and Jo Phelan, 
in their 2001 literature review, 
break the concept down into 
four component parts: (1) people 
distinguish and label human 
differences (2) dominant cultural 
beliefs link labeled persons to 
negative characteristics; (3) labeled 
persons are placed in distinct 
categories; (4) labeled persons 
experience status loss that lead to 
unequal outcomes.7

Kudoz challenges the link between 
the label of ‘cognitive disability’ 
and the inability to think & learn. 
We do that by putting people in 
direct contact with one another to 
exchange shared passions. Rather 
than put adults with a cognitive 
disability in a distinct category, we 
place all adults in the same blended 
category: as learners & teachers. In 

Kudoz, everyone can be both a host 
and a participant (what we call, a 
Kudoer). 

Ricky, a local blogger, offers a video 
blogging experience in the Kudoz 
catalogue. He had no contact with 
adults with a cognitive disability 
before Kudoz - nor had his young 
children. Over the three month 
prototyping period, Ricky ran three 
experiences at his home studio. 
Each time, he engaged his kids in 
the experience too. Everyone got to 
know one another, and exchange 
their interests. We think the more 
Kudoz grows, and the more locals 
host experiences, the more we will 
confront stereotypes and enable 
adults with a cognitive disability to 
experience a status ‘gain’ that can 
help to equalize outcomes.

How it all comes together
When you put all of the theoretical 
strands together, we get our full 
Theory of Change. We view Theory 
of Change as a beta-testing tool, 
meaning that it gives us a clear 
measurement framework from 
which to further test and tweak 
Kudoz. 

Measurement is built into the 
design of Kudoz. When individuals 
sign-up to Kudoz, we use the 
profile making process as a way to 
capture how they see themselves, 
the scope of their interests, and 
their confidence & competence to 
try new things. After individuals 
complete a badge, we work with 
them to update their profile and 
record changes in the words they 
use to talk about themselves, the 
depth and width of their interests, 
their confidence & competence 
levels, along with changes in 
reflective capacity, goal specificity, 
and bridging social ties. These 
constructs are visualized on their 
profiles - along with photos and 
video from their actual experiences 
- as a way to make progress more 
tangible and internalized. We 
hope the profile becomes a tool 
for change, encouraging fresh 
conversations and fresh ways of 
seeing self. 

source: 
7 Conceptualizing stigma. Annual Review of 
Sociology 2001. 27:363–85

Sign-up Choose a set  
of experiences

Go on the experience After experiences

Developing  
interests
Do Kudoers develop 
more interests over 
time?

Hopefulness Do their 
future plans increase 
in specificity over 
time?

Self-awareness
Is there an increase 
in ability to describe 
thoughts and 
emotions?

Outcome 
expectations & 
Decision-making
Do their reasons for 
choosing experiences 
increase in detail 
and specificity?

Self awareness
Do Kudoers become 
more comfortable in 
novel situations?

Self efficacy beliefs
Are they able to 
make connection 
between their 
success in achieving 
a badge, and their 
own actions?

Inclusion
How do hosts’ 
perceptions of people 
with disabilities shift 
over time?

Reciprocity
What do hosts 
gain from their 
interactions with 
Kudoers?

Social capital
Do hosts and 
Kudoers build 
contacts outside 
of their familiar 
network?

Developing interests 
& Goal setting
Do they update their 
profiles to add new 
interests or change 
goals?

Self efficacy beliefs
Can they identify 
what they learned?

Positive social 
interactions
How do the Kudoers 
and hosts feel after 
the experience?

Self-efficacy beliefs
Are they more 
likely to try difficult 
and challenging 
experiences?

Goal setting
Do their goals 
change in focus after 
a number of Kudoz 
experiences?

Sign-up 
board game

Kudoer 
online profile

Selecting 
a set of 

experiences

Pre 
and post 

experience 
questionnaire Badging

Host
questionnaire

How measurement is built into Kudoz

The first time Shannon, age 36, saw Ricky’s 
vlogging experience in the catalogue, she 
said, “That’s too hard.” One month and four 
experiences later, she was ready for the 
challenge. With Ricky’s help, Shannon set up a 
YouTube account and uploaded her first video. 
“It was scary but good,” she said. Meanwhile, 
Ricky learned how to explain information in new 
ways. “Shannon kept me on my toes!”

Ben, age 36, joined Kudoz because he was ready 
for a change. After 17 years going to the same 
day program, he was hungry for a challenge. 
So he picked a Kudoz experience with a real 
physical challenge: stunt doubling!  At the start, 
it was nerve wracking -- particularly tucking & 
rolling. But just an hour later, he gave it a go. 
Our brains (and bones!) are malleable -- if given 
a chance.

16 adults with 
a disability

Shannon's story Ben's story

8 families
~100 

community 
members

5-min 
documentary 

film

1 Wiki of 
Practices

1 Business 
Model
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How can people engage with Kudoz

What about the Fifth Space?

Know someone who might like Kudoz? 
Looking for some headspace yourself? 
Join us for an upcoming Reflection Cafe! 
Follow us on Twitter (@KudozExperience) 
to find the next one near you...
Have a passion you’d like to share? Know 
someone with an interesting hobby that 
would make a great experience? Talk to 
our curators andie@kudoz.ca, laura@
kudoz.ca 
Interested to know more? Visit the studio 
or get in touch: hello@kudoz.ca or call 
604-862-5836.
Want to offer advice, comments, concerns, 
praise? Join the agency staff co-design 
team to help shape what Kudoz becomes.

Join Reflection Cafe.
Join a Kudoz Family night. 
Nominate someone who might want to share 
their talents and passions with Kudoz.
To find out more, email hello@kudoz.ca or 
call 604-862-5836

Fifth Space is a social 
research and development 
laboratory within the three 
agencies. Around this time 
last year, the InWithForward 
team (along with a few 
seconded staff) rolled out an 
RV and recruited 29 frontline, 
mid-level, and senior staff 
from BACI, posAbilities and 
Simon Fraser Society for 
Community Living to join the 
Fifth Space. 

Since then, Fellows formed 
six teams; conducted 
ethnographic field work; 
generated hundreds of ideas; 
and prototyped six new 
solutions to six different 
“pain points.” On July 14th, 
the teams held a pop-up 
exhibition and had over 150 
folks give feedback. 

Fifth Space aims to build 
endemic capacity to innovate 
within the three agencies. 
The methodology taught in 
the Fifth Space is the same 
methodology that produced 
Kudoz. Over the next few 
months, Fifth Space teams 
are pausing on prototyping 
as the agencies develop 
the business case for “Ask 
A Dude” and “Around the 
Table” (formerly known as 
Hacktivities) -- two of the six 
prototyped solutions that 
were selected for further 
development. 

Stay tuned for a virtual tour 
from Demo Day and in the 
meantime, visit our website: 
www.fifthspace.ca to see all 
the teams in action.
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What role can staff have? What role can families and individuals have?


